
 

Special Relativity Fourth Problem Set

3 11 Addition of Velocities

Before launching into this problem it is important
to make sure we know the definition of
velocity which is thankfully reasonably simple

the 4 contrast with speed Nxt

If there is motion along more than one

axis there is also

Vy and Vz 7q speed sqfy j
If the particle is moving steadily with
no acceleration it doesn't matter how
long an elapsed time you use because
the distance traveled in any direction is
proportional to the time However if
the particle is accelerating the velocity
is changing and you have to use as
short a time ot as possible to get
an accurate estimate of the velocity



We capture the idea of as short a
11

time as possible by writing
ox

Vx him It andsimilarlyfor
o Vy and Va

read this as the limitas art
goes to zero

a We need a quality diagram
Before busy frontof

bus

u

T o
speedVrel

lightpulsffarts

After lightpulse arrive

Heist of L is the
f length of the

Vre att L L bus in the Earth
frame thismate

Now the pulse is light and lightalways
goes the speed of light so it
must be that
Vrez Ot t b cot

In our crafty units G I and also the
authors called Ot tfonward so

we have

Vreltforward the Cforward or

4 which is what
forward I re

we were asked toshow



b
Before thief

oTg
light

reflects

t.fi lightarrives at Fred

Fred moves

forward by jffsoontg.hnisdhtoarreiatI

Iwand
I 8th Vreitbackwar

Now light goes ctbackward in a time

backward and 1 so

f L Vreit backward Ctbackwardstackward

or t backward
It Vrel

c Ned distance traveled by lightflash is
ctforward etbackward tforward tbackward
Meanwhile the whole time the bullet
has been traveling forward with speed
Vbullet so it has traveledftp.wardttbaokward Vbulet



c cont'D By assumption theymeet atFred so we must have

forward t backward tforwardttbackward bullet

or

forward l Vbullet tbackward It Vbullet

d Useparts a and b to get rid of
1forward and C backward in
the equation in Cc

1 bullet t HVsullet

cancel the L's and solve fo f
f lVbunet It

1 Vrel It Vbullet

e Repeat all of Ca ed but in the
space bus frame In the spacebusframe
Vre o However Vbullet has some new
and different value so we need a namefor
it call it rbuint So we get
a very similar result for f

a

f
l

Vbuue.tlVbullet



f Equate the two expressions fo f
1 bullet HVrel 1 Viollet
I Vre HVbullet It Vbullet

It seems like we are getting somethingfornothing
Amazing Keepgoing Solve for Viollet
It Vbullet l Vbullet It Vrel

Ttt
t knit

Or goop

v i YIbullet it goop it H
HVbullet

1 Vra Itv bullet ltvreixl Vbulle.tl
e tVbet ttVre1 Vbv1let

1 Vreitbullet VreiVbullet UtVrel Vbullet Vrewbi
t

Ret V VbulletVreI
Z Z Vril Vbullet 1 bullet Vrel

Those rascals solvedfor Vburet but I solved
for Vbuliet It is easy to get theirs from
mine without more algebra Just exchange
primed with unprimed Values

But isn't Vreis Vra
bullet bullets

I Vbuilettree motionof Earth in busfram

Vsu et
Vbuilettkey
It VbuiletVrel



g i Vre 108k 10388 7 303
30 my 10 in craftyunits

bullets 6003 6007
3x

2 1 6

It Vre Valet It 10 7.2 10 6 11 2 10
1

Mycalculator can't even tell this as differentfrom 1
if it has to 12 Sig figs So pretending

It Kei bullet l
the formula simplifies

Vbullet Valle't t Vrel
that's the Newtonian result Velocities

just add
2 7

mass I Y
billets t 3 0.96 not 1.5

3 Bullet going light speed
Vrel It

Tt
r II Eyes.mg ishfIspeed

bullet't Earth observer



4 Bullet going backward at lightspeed
Vret 34
buffet 1 Valle'ttVrel
bullet ftp.FTI py

i

I don't usually lookfor discussion in
problem solutions However how did
we get something for nothing
We analyzed the bullet motion in twoframes
We got a result that is caused by both

length contraction and time dilation Our

solution getting bullet in terms ofVallet
never had the Vivre length

contraction

nor the time dilation as

intermediate results



3 12 The Michelson Morley Experiment

a Round trip time for plane Part a

is non relativistic reasoning But to

get us anticipating relativity call the

airplane's air speed c The headwind
blowing from B to A has speed V
Don't use relativitistic addition of
speeds for this parte

B goingagainst thewindplanessgrozofspeed

A _B with
f ctv

Assume the distance is d The planeneeds to go a total distance
relative to the ground of Zd

The first leg of the trip takes
The second leg takes It
If the air were still the time wouldbe

Compute the ratio
ex
TtT ctVt e
2 Cctv c ME



b The plane cannotfly straight
g
fowitfind it would arrive

A

7
so the diagrammustlook like
this C

A f7
A

at

A
what is the sidelabeled Wellyes it
is d but what else is it Aha by the
Pythagorean theorem it is VT t

So D THE t ez Tl

So t and the same on the
return trip

Compute the ratio of the roundtriptimegoing
perpendicular to the wind to the round trip
time in still air

z.ve TryI FEF



I
c The one going perpendicularly will arrive
home first because I Ez is a

number less than 9 and V
is not as much less than I So

a
is more than

q
If eel then YI KI We can

use the binomial expansion
atb ant man b for

with a _I b 5 2 and n is
fo 1

So our approximation for the
Wa

result in partial is It till
It 2

And our approximation for the
result in part b is It C E

1 4 2

The difference is tryer
The difference in the round trip traveltime
is

z IET
the authors let b 2d and this is what
they call Ot so

at 4 III and we agree



d The fussbudget has
it t see
L 600 km

C 300 kin
hr

The discrepancy can be explained by a wind
going either with or against the slowest
planes and perpendicular to the fastestplanes
The speed of the wind is given by

zeft 2300t.mu t
sar L

600km 900

1 3 0 or V 30 310300 1510 7
e Michelson andMorley have

L 22M
c 3 1000ME

30 103 mg
is 40

4 2

So their Ot is
10

E

at I 222 woo
3 108 ms

31 10 16 s 3.7 10 b
s e 4 10 4ps

Even if time can be measured to picoseconds that
is still more than 1000 times smaller 0.4femtoseconds



f face out f
X
g

c T I

Plug in D 589mm I 600 10 9
M

and c 3 708 m
s

Te 600 10 9 we
3 13

200 10 S 2 10
15

They apparently could do 100 times this
week So they could detect at 2 10 s

the Earth's motion results in an expected
of of 4 10 16 s so they are 40

times as sensitive as needed to detect
ether flowing at Earth's orbital speed
Since the effect is proportional to v2

they actually can detect v of
the orbital speed They
saw nothing

there is no ether drift
the speed of light is
independent of the motion
of the observer

g Discussion is there a way to evadetheconclusionin f


